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### Title: Tung Ho Steel Enterprises Corporation vs. Ting Guan Trading Corporation

### Facts:

Tung Ho Steel Enterprises Corp. (Tung Ho), a corporation based in Taiwan, and Ting Guan
Trading Corp. (Ting Guan), a Philippine-based company, entered into a contract of sale on
January 9, 2002, where Ting Guan agreed to deliver heavy metal scrap iron and steel to
Tung Ho. Ting Guan failed to deliver the specified quantity, prompting Tung Ho to seek
arbitration at the ICC International Court of Arbitration in Singapore. The ICC ruled in favor
of Tung Ho on June 18, 2004, awarding damages and legal costs to Tung Ho.

Tung Ho then sought to enforce the ICC arbitral award in the Philippines by filing an action
for recognition and enforcement before the Regional Trial Court (RTC) of Makati. Ting Guan
moved to dismiss the case, citing various procedural defenses.

The RTC denied the motion to dismiss, and upon Ting Guan’s motion for reconsideration
with additional grounds including lack of jurisdiction over its person, the RTC again denied.
Ting Guan then escalated the matter to the Court of Appeals (CA), which later dismissed the
case due to insufficient evidence of proper service of summons on Ting Guan.

Ting Guan and Tung Ho filed separate motions for partial reconsideration with the CA,
leading to complex procedural developments where both parties eventually sought redress
from the Philippine Supreme Court on different grounds.

### Issues:

1. Whether the present petition is barred by res judicata.
2. Whether the trial court acquired jurisdiction over the person of Ting Guan, analyzing:
– Whether service of summons was properly made.
– Whether Ting Guan made a voluntary appearance, thus subjecting itself to the court’s
jurisdiction.

### Court’s Decision:

The Supreme Court found Tung Ho’s petition meritorious, concluding that:
– The petition was not barred by res judicata, as no final ruling on all issues had been made
in the previous case, allowing the Supreme Court to rule on the jurisdictional issue.
– The trial court acquired jurisdiction over Ting Guan through its voluntary appearance,
despite  improper  service  of  summons.  The Court  asserted that  filing  multiple  motions
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without raising the jurisdictional issue until later amounted to voluntary appearance.

### Doctrine:

1.  Res  Judicata:  A  final  judgment  or  decree  on  the  merits  by  a  court  of  competent
jurisdiction precludes the parties from re-litigating the same issues in any future lawsuit.
2.  Service of Summons: Proper service of summons is essential  for a court to acquire
jurisdiction over the defendant. However, voluntary appearance by the defendant can cure
improper service.
3.  Rule on Voluntary Appearance:  Engaging in  the proceedings through filing motions
without contesting jurisdiction initially is tantamount to voluntary appearance, subjecting
the party to the court’s jurisdiction.

### Class Notes:

– Res Judicata and its elements: identity of parties, subject matter, and causes of action.
– Service of Summons: Importance of proper service for jurisdiction.
–  Voluntary  Appearance:  Strategic  implications  for  defendants  in  acknowledging  court
jurisdiction.
– Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards: Procedures and challenges in the Philippine legal
framework.

### Historical Background:

This case illustrates the procedural complexities and tactical litigation maneuvers that arise
in international trade disputes, particularly in the enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in
the Philippines. It highlights the Philippine judiciary’s approach to procedural issues like
service of summons, jurisdiction, and the doctrine of res judicata within the context of
globalization and international commercial arbitration.


